"No of Teachers" is not a last but it is first time + questions to first time.

"Loss of Educational leadership in P.R." As far as number are concerned, we are small college - smaller than UPR (5000) C.R. again (2000), Santa Maria (1100), but all eminate Poly processes. Our academic standards are the highest in the island.

"Religious instruction in very limited outside the classroom." How do we know? Our program has been designed to reach free student body - not just 3000 resident students as under his leadership. "Religious is taught, not taught only." The number of major worship services and the nature of these services is not a true measure of the religious influence at campus. "No blessing bread at dining tables because we have school cafeteria style to the care of larger number of students. You can find daily meals

Auditorium - He doesn't like it, nor to Host - neither do we, but it is coming to emerge, as we have other assembly, who accommodate all students a faculty. Place where it is because it is not attractive to become quite gone. It is not permanent - why limit? A new College set up a good chance when money is going
good?

"Oh Do" He is right - we need one for every major dep't. at least in math, physics, chemistry, history, English, philosophy. We must offer better/meaningful to attract. As for foreign language, Ernst Zopf, Child, go building must be built - Buildings are means to an end.

The Trustees' policy not in accord with so extensive a program. P.R. can not today suggest so fantastic a program.
6. Industry: "Work Deep." This idea of "work deep" has been derived from present situation — incompatible with college standards.

We need funds to get more scholarships to worthy students.

Must be careful not to "exploit" them.

Summary of programs:
1. Industry
2. Incentive program
3. College

7. Publicity: Polygraph goes to towns.

More active in P.R. press.

More letters to rich people a drop in business.

Compared with what we are doing...

"None so blind as those we...

unseen." Come closer program increases news coverage, sales.

8. Trustees should meet on campus.

He is right — how many campers once a year for a two day meeting — or even one day meeting?

Department of P.R. should be funded for "upstairs" need of continuity... actual fact.

9. Relationship to church boards.

Should be closer to income in character of school and continuity of program.